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Abstract

In the present study, the micromechanical behaviour at the interfaces of sand grains coated with kaolinite powder is examined. Two
different classes of coated grains were produced, one with lighter coating and one with heavier coating. The interface micromechanical
experiments were conducted on pairs of grains and the emphasis was placed on the normal and tangential load-displacement relation-
ships and the inter-particle friction of the different pairs highlighting the differences between uncoated and coated grains and also
between the different classes of coating. All the experiments were conducted using a micromechanical custom-built loading apparatus
and for the analysis of the data, analytical models from the literature were used, where adequate modifications were applied in specific
in the tangential direction to match with the experimental results. Iteration processes, image analyses and microscopic image observa-
tions were adopted in the study of the frictional behaviour of the grains as well as the study of the damage of the surfaces. Work done
and rate of work done concepts were introduced and linked to the damage of the surfaces of the grains and the role of repeating the
shearing tests following the same shearing paths were particularly emphasized. The results from the study can provide some useful
insights into the grain-scale behaviour of soil grains as well as input parameters in DEM studies.
� 2019 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Japanese Geotechnical Society.
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1. Introduction

Granular materials display complex behaviour owing to
the complex interactions at the interfaces of grains (Soga
and O0Sullivan, 2010; Yimsiri and Soga, 2011; O0Sullivan,
2011). Understanding and modelling these interactions is
of key importance with applications in a broad range of
geomechanics and geotechnical engineering problems. An
important enhancement of the state-of-the-art on the
mechanics of granular materials has been achieved in recent
years due to the application of the discrete element method,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sandf.2019.07.010
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DEM (first introduced by Cundall and Strack, 1979). Over
the last decade, a significant progress has been reported in
the improvement of contact models and parameter values,
such as realistic particle shape to be used in DEM analyses
(Malone and Xu, 2008; Ferellec and McDowell, 2010;
O’Sullivan, 2011; Yimsiri and Soga, 2011; Andrade et al.,
2012; Huang et al., 2017; Kawamoto et al., 2018).

A number of notable micromechanical-based analytical
works have reported on the mechanical behaviour of gran-
ular materials. This includes, for example, the study of
uncemented soils (e.g., Thornton, 2000; O0Sullivan et al.,
2008; Thornton and Zhang, 2010), cemented soils and
sandstone reservoirs (e.g., Cheung et al., 2013; De Bono
and McDowell, 2014), grain crushing and its role on the
mechanics of soils (e.g., Wang and Yan, 2012; Hanley
et al., 2015) as well as the study of sand-fine grained
Japanese Geotechnical Society.
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particle mixtures (e.g., Yin et al., 2014, Dai et al., 2015).
Especially the study of soil mixtures has a major interest
in the analysis of liquefaction problems and the stability
of cliffs, which comprise major geological hazards (Sitar
et al., 1980; Utili and Nova, 2008; Collins and Sitar,
2011). These materials, which are abundant in the form
of sedimentary deposits, but they may also find applica-
tions in weathered rock profiles, have a complex structure
and nature of their contact types.

Recent advancements in experimentation, allowed the
development of new generation apparatus in the study of
the interfaces of soil grains, providing new insights into
the micromechanical behaviour of granular materials
(Cole and Peters, 2008; Cole et al., 2010; Cavarretta et al.,
2010, 2011, Cole, 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Nardelli et al.,
2017). Senetakis et al. (2013a) showed that for quartz sand
grain contacts, the inter-particle coefficient of friction may
be much lower compared with what was believed in the past.
However, enhancements of the literature with more recent
studies by Nardelli et al. (2017), Sandeep et al. (2017,
2018) and Sandeep and Senetakis (2018a), among others,
highlighted that the frictional behaviour of sand grain con-
tacts depends significantly on the material type. It is
acknowledged that given characteristics of grains, for exam-
ple, their contact stiffness andmorphology (e.g., roughness),
may also affect their frictional response (e.g., Otsubo and
O0Sullivan, 2018). The frictional behaviour itself may be
related with the degree of damage (and type of damage) at
the interfaces of grains, which is a complex function ofmate-
rial type, pattern of loads and their magnitude (e.g., Sandeep
and Senetakis, 2018b, 2018c). Micromechanical-based
numerical studies have shown that there is a strong link
between interface response (e.g., inter-particle friction)
and macro-scale mechanical behaviour of granular materi-
als (Thornton, 2000; Sazzad and Suzuki, 2011; Huang
et al., 2014; Dai et al., 2016). Quantifying and modelling
the grain-scale interface response is therefore a key to obtain
insights into the behaviour of complex granular materials
and improve our predictive tools in the study of a broad
range of engineering and geo-science problems.

Kasyap and Senetakis (2018) presented a newly devel-
oped novel method for coating sand-sized grains using
kaolinite powder and also discussed on the normal and tan-
gential contact monotonic behaviour of coated grains
based on a preliminary set of experiments. For repeating
shearing on LBS grains, Senetakis and Coop (2015) did
not observe any notable variation in the coefficient of fric-
tion. A more recent study by Sandeep and Senetakis (2017)
concluded that for LBS grains the coefficient of friction
increases with the number of repetitions which friction
increase is advanced due to shearing of the grain contact
if the normal load is high enough to cause ploughing. How-
ever the trend is opposite at lower normal loads because
ploughing is not triggered at quartz sand contacts but
solely small decrease in roughness is observed (as also sup-
ported by Senetakis et al., 2013b, based on interferometry
analyses). These varied observations on LBS grains for
repeating shearing and the scraping behaviour observed
for coated LBS grains in monotonic shearing (Kasyap
and Senetakis, 2018) instigated the requirement of repeat-
ing shearing experiments on coated LBS sands to be carried
out. This provides new insights into the tribological beha-
viour of coated sand grains which can have a broad range
of applications in DEM modelling and the fundamental
understanding of the contact response of sand grains in
the presence of impurities/coating.

In the present paper, a comprehensive experimental
work, supported by analytical studies, is conducted, investi-
gating the interface behaviour of sand grains coated with a
clayey powder under repeating loading. Even though the
study is majorly focused at a fundamental level in under-
standing the mechanical behaviour at the grain scale of sand
grains with the presence of micro-particles at their contacted
zones, the results stemming from the study have also an
interest in DEM analysis, since a comprehensive discussion
is presented in terms of the implementation and modifica-
tion, when applicable, of analytical models proposed in the
literature which are commonly adopted in DEM as input.

2. Material description

In the study, Leighton Buzzard sand (LBS) quartz
grains with a size between 2.36 and 5 mm were tested by
means of grain-scale mechanical tests. Sandeep and
Senetakis (2018a) conducted interferometer tests on a rep-
resentative set of LBS grains using the Veeco NT9300 opti-
cal surface profiler of the City University of Hong Kong
and they reported an average value and a standard devia-
tion of Sq equal to 223 and ±61 nm, respectively (where
Sq corresponds to the root mean square deviation of the
heights of the surface). The LBS grains were coated with
commercially available kaolinite, adopting the procedure
described by Kasyap and Senetakis (2018). Two classes
of coated grains were produced and tested in this study,
named as Type-L, which have a lighter concentration of
coating material, and Type-H, which have a heavier con-
centration of coating material. These two classes, as
described by Kasyap and Senetakis (2018), were distin-
guished based on the increase of Al compound from the
uncoated to the coated LBS grains; heavier coating resulted
in greater increase of the Al percentage as detected by scan-
ning electron microscopy – energy dispersive spectroscopy
analysis (SEM-EDS) on representative grains. Repro-
ducibility of the coated surfaces was achieved by producing
a suspension of distilled water – kaolinite powder of given
concentrations for Type-L and Type-H into a beaker,
where the LBS grains were placed in. The mixture of
kaolinite suspension with LBS grains was vibrated under
a given RPM for a given duration of time using an orbital
shaker. After the completion of the coating procedure, the
coated LBS grains were taken out of the beaker and they
were oven-dried. Fig. 1 provides a bar representation of
the increase in Al percentage on the surface of the coated
LBS grains for different kaolinite concentrations based



Fig. 1. Variation of increase in Al compound percentage of LBS grain
surface with different concentrations of Kaolinite powder for 500 s of
vibration by an orbital shaker and representative SEM image of LBS
coated grain at 25 mg/ml of concentration.
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on the analysis by Kasyap and Senetakis (2018). Inset of
the figure shows an SEM image of a Type-L LBS coated
grain. It is noticed that interferometer analyses on coated
grains revealed Sq values of the order of 572 ± 220 nm
and 1013 ± 140 nm for Type-L and Type-H, respectively
(as a mean value ± one standard deviation).

3. Micro-mechanical apparatus and testing program

The effect of kaolinite coating on the interface behaviour
of LBS grains was examined using a micromechanical load-
ing apparatus which is custom-built at the CityUniversity of
Hong Kong (Senetakis and Coop, 2014; Nardelli, 2017). In
brief, the apparatus consists of high resolution load cells and
non-contact (eddy-type) displacement sensors as well as lin-
ear micro-stepping motors which are assembled using stiff
mechanical parts and bearings in three perpendicular sys-
tems. This assembling allows the conduction of normal
load–displacement (NLD) and tangential load–displace-
Table 1
Summary of micromechanical testing program and shearing test results.

S. No Code Cycle Normal load (N) Tangential load (N) In

1 Type – H 1 2 0.50 0.54 0.48 0.
2 5 1.10 1.40 1.30 0.
3 10 2.60 2.70 2.40 0.
4 2 2 0.57 0.65 0.67 0.
5 5 1.50 1.65 1.80 0.
6 10 2.9 3.6 3.4 0.
7 3 2 0.65 0.74 0.76 0.
8 5 2.00 2.00 2.30 0.
9 10 3.80 4.30 4.30 0.

10 Type – L 1 2 0.42 0.50 0.56 0.
11 5 1.10 1.30 1.35 0.
12 10 2.20 2.70 2.50 0.
13 2 2 0.56 0.62 0.63 0.
14 5 1.90 1.63 1.72 0.
15 10 2.30 3.45 3.30 0.
16 3 2 0.60 0.64 0.66 0.
17 5 2.25 1.83 1.97 0.
18 10 2.5 3.85 3.75 0.

* Tangential stiffness observed at 0.0002 mm of displacement and averaged
ment (TLD) tests on pairs of grains with a size between
about 1 and 5 mm providing quantification of the inter-
particle friction and contact stiffness of geological materials.
In the experiments, the lower grain is fixed onto a sled which
has three bearing balls beneath, and the upper grain is fixed
on the vertical system of the apparatus which is supported
by a stiff stainless-steel frame.

In the study, pairs of grains from Type-L and Type-H
were tested examining their NLD and TLD responses as
well as the inter-particle friction with a focus on the effect
of repeating the shearing tests following the same shearing
paths for given pairs of grains on their tribological beha-
viour. In particular, from each class (i.e., lighter and heavier
coating), experiments were conducted at three different nor-
mal loads equal to 2, 5 and 10 N on different pairs of grains.
At each normal load, three different pairs of grains from
each class were prepared and tested so that to assess the
repeatability of the results. Table 1 provides a summary of
the total set of experiments. Note that for each pair of grains
and given normal load, three repeated shearing cycles were
conducted (denoted as ‘‘cycle 1”, ‘‘cycle 2” and ‘‘cycle 3”)
in a similar way that Sandeep and Senetakis (2017) and
Sandeep et al. (2017) performed repeated shearing tests on
LBS and weathered volcanic granules.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Normal load–displacement (NLD) behaviour

4.1.1. Representative NLD curves and the effect of pre-

shearing

Representative normal load–displacement (NLD)
curves for Type-H grains are given in Fig. 2, where the lines
corresponded to the experimental data and the discrete
points to theoretical fitting, which fitting is discussed in
ter-particle coefficient of friction – m Friction
angle (deg)

Tangential
stiffness* (N/mm)

25 0.27 0.24 14.2 161.7
22 0.28 0.26 336.3
26 0.27 0.24 411.5
29 0.33 0.34 18.3 197.2
30 0.33 0.36 408.4
34 0.36 0.29 483.4
33 0.37 0.38 22.3 258.3
40 0.40 0.46 434.5
43 0.43 0.38 551.4

21 0.25 0.28 13.9 258.5
22 0.26 0.27 331.9
22 0.27 0.25 630.7
28 0.31 0.32 17.3 264.1
38 0.33 0.34 484.9
23 0.35 0.33 763.9
3 0.32 0.33 19.2 270.4
45 0.37 0.39 550.6
25 0.39 0.38 904.8

for three different pairs of particles.



Fig. 2. Experimental normal load–displacement curves of Type-H particles
for three cycles of 10 N and 5 N with Hertzian curves fitted. (Inset: mismatch
with experimental curves).Vertical dotted lines indicateworkdone calculation.
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Section 4.1.2. These curves corresponded to two pairs of
grains tested at maximum normal loads (FN) of 5 and
10 N. For each of these two pairs of grains, three curves
are plotted (denoted as ‘‘cycle 1”, ‘‘cycle 2” and ‘‘cycle
3”), each one corresponding to a normal load–displace-
ment test before the application of the first, second and
third cycle of shearing, respectively.

It is noticed in Fig. 2 that for a given maximum FN, the
NLD curves are shifted to the left (i.e., the displacement
to reach a certain magnitude of normal load decreases) from
cycle 1 to cycle 3. This implies that after the application of a
given cycle of shearing, the response turns to become stiffer
in the normal direction. This behaviour is attributed to the
changes of the surface characteristics of the grains due to
the coupled effect of pre-loading (i.e., repeating the loading
in the normal direction) and pre-shearing. Sandeep et al.
(2018) studied the normal load–displacement behaviour of
weathered volcanic granules without the application of
shearing, which granules have a natural coating of clay-to-
silt sized micro-particles due to weathering effects. They
noticed an increase of the contact Young0s modulus, E, from
cycle 1 to cycle 2 of one order in magnitude, even though
subsequent cycles in the normal direction still increased
slightly the stiffness of the order of about 5% to 8%. In the
present study, even though there is an effect of re-applying
the normal load to the grain contacts in their Young0s mod-
ulus (termed as ‘‘pre-loading”), it is believed that the pre-
shearing may play a very important role in the change of
the NLD behaviour. In contrast, pure (or uncoated) LBS
grains have demonstrated to have very similar curves under
the influence of pre-loading or pre-shearing in the regime of
low normal loads (in general from 5 N and below that).
4.1.2. Theoretical analysis of NLD curves using Hertzian

fitting: General expressions

The experimental NLD data were fitted by theoretical
curves using the Hertzian theory (Hertz, 1882; after
Johnson, 1985) to quantify the contact Young0s modulus,
E, of the coated pairs of grains. The expression proposed
by Hertz is given in Eq. (1):

F N ¼ 4

3
ðR�Þ12E�d

3
2
N ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), R* and E* are the equivalent particle radius
and equivalent Young0s modulus, respectively, which are
obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3), and FN is the normal load
corresponding to the normal displacement dN.

R� ¼ R1R2

R1 þ R2

� ��1

ð2Þ

E� ¼ 1� #2
1

E1

þ 1� #2
2

E2

� ��1

ð3Þ

In Eq. (2), R1 and R2 are the radii of the two particles in
contact which correspond to a definite value for perfect
spheres but their definition is less straightforward for real
soil grains which are, in general, irregular in shape.
Sandeep and Senetakis (2018b) considered the average
radius of particles measured using a Vernier calliper (which
corresponds to the ‘‘global” radius of the grains) and also
the local radius, in the vicinity of the contact, using micro-
scopic images. In the present study, image processing tools
were used to calculate a more precise value of the local
radius in the contact region for a given grain. Images of
particles during an experiment were captured with the use
of digital microscopic cameras in both the shearing and
the out-of-plane directions. Images of each particle in each
direction were processed in ImageJ, which is a freeware
image processing software. After thresholding the particle
from its background, a binary image is obtained which
was further analysed to quantify the local radius at the con-
tact region of the particle. A MATLAB code developed by
the authors was used for this purpose which is capable of
providing local radius at user defined location on the
boundary of the particle. Fig. 3 shows various stages
involved in this process for a representative grain. A similar
approach was adopted by Cavarretta et al. (2010) and later
by Wang and Coop (2016) to characterize the shape of the
particles.

4.1.3. The use of local radius and sensitivity analysis of the

Hertzian fitting

The local radius to be used for fitting could be either
arithmetic or geometric mean of two local radii obtained
from each direction. A similar discussion in considering
the nominal diameter of a particle to evaluate crushing
strength was reported in the literature. Lee (1992) adopted
arithmetic mean of diameters from two directions whereas
Cavarretta and O0Sullivan (2012) adopted geometric mean
but the particular reason was not clearly stated. In the pre-
sent study, a sensitivity analysis was carried out to under-
stand the difference between geometric and arithmetic
mean and their influence on the fitting value of the equiva-
lent Young0s modulus (E*). Fig. 4 shows the variation of
arithmetic mean with geometric mean for a given pair of



Fig. 3. Stages of calculating local roundness; (a) Cropped image of single particle for image analysis; (b) binary image of the particle after threshold from
ImageJ; (c) boundary of particle and region selected for local radius calculation and verified with AutoCAD.

Fig. 4. Variation between the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean for
a given pair of local radii from two directions.

Fig. 5. Variation of equivalent elastic modulus with mean radius (both
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local radii. The radii considered for this sensitivity analysis
are random numbers between 0.2 and 1 (generated in
MATLAB), which are most possible values of local radius
for the size of sand grains considered in the present study.
Except for a few outliers, most of the values were closely
aligned along the 45� line showing not much difference
between these two values. For 200 local radii considered,
the maximum absolute difference between arithmetic mean
and geometric mean was 0.12 and the arithmetic mean
value was always equal to or greater than that of the geo-
metric mean value. This comparison becomes clearer when
Young0s modulus values for the geometric mean and the
arithmetic mean are calculated. For this purpose, fitting
for E* was conducted with respect to one particular Hert-
zian response, stemming from the real experiments, as a
reference, using iteration process.
The variation between the E* values calculated based on
both the arithmetic and geometric mean values of radius is
shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that the arithmetic mean has
a regular trend of decreasing E* with an increase in local
radius, but the geometric mean has scattered values in
the domain considered. For a given arithmetic mean
radius, the maximum deviation of E* observed was around
0.5 GPa (in specific it ranged from 3.4 GPa to 3.8 GPa for
a local radius value of 0.6 mm), whereas for geometric
mean the deviation was around 2.5 GPa (in specific it ran-
ged from 2.8 GPa to 5.2 GPa for a local radius value of
0.4 mm). Considering the arithmetic mean, any minute
variations in local radius will not affect notably the value
of E* and hence, the arithmetic mean was adopted for fur-
ther theoretical analysis of the NLD curves. Overall, local
radii values ranging from 0.45 mm and 0.75 mm showed
little deviation from the 45� line (Fig. 5) and in the same
arithmetic and geometric) obtained after fitting.
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range, arithmetic mean had variation in E*, not significant
though.

To calculate the apparent Young0s modulus
(E = E1 = E2), Sandeep and Senetakis (2018b) used a Pois-
son0s ratio of 0.1 for LBS (after Heyliger et al., 2003), but in
this study the LBS particles were coated with kaolinite
whose Poisson0s ratio could be expected to be different
from LBS. Based on the review of the literature, Poisson0s
ratio values for kaolinite under different saturation condi-
tions and crystallinity ranging from 0.14 to 0.36 are sug-
gested (Mondol et al. 2008), which are, in general, higher
than LBS. A sensitivity analysis was carried out to under-
stand the effect of Poisson0s ratio on the apparent Young0s
modulus for different values of E*. The results showed
deviations in Young0s modulus only at very high Poisson0s
Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis of apparent elastic modulus with Poisson0s
ratio for different elastic moduli.

Table 2
Summary of results for Hertzian fitting of normal load–displacement curves.

Particle Normal load (N) Cycle Local radius (mm) E = E1 = E

R1 R2 R*

Type – H 2 1 0.311 0.572 0.201 11.8
2 22.5
3 58.1

5 1 0.532 0.656 0.294 12.9
2 31.3
3 53.4

10 1 0.384 0.533 0.223 10.4
2 35.5
3 37.9

Type – L 2 1 0.495 0.553 0.261 38.1
2 47.4
3 52.3

5 1 0.675 0.543 0.301 32.9
2 43.1
3 48.2

10 1 0.885 0.784 0.418 29.5
2 32.4
3 35.9

Pure LBS* 2 1 0.60 0.50 0.27 40
5 1 0.63 0.50 0.28 60
10 1 0.65 0.60 0.31 55

* Pure LBS test results (after Sandeep and Senetakis, 2018a, 2018b).
ratio values which are unrealistic to be used as shown in
Fig. 6. With the conception of coating material being
scraped with each cycle of shearing, a Poisson0s ratio of
0.3 was used for the first cycle of shearing and 0.2 for the
subsequent two cycles for Type-H particles. For Type-L
particles, Poisson0s ratio of 0.2 was used for all the three
cycles. The apparent Young0s modulus values obtained
from fitting and other parameters used in the analysis are
shown in Table 2. It can be observed that for Type-H par-
ticles at FN = 10 N, Young0s modulus increased drastically
from 10.4 GPa for cycle-1 to 35.5 GPa for cycle-2. Similar
is the change for other loading cases; this marked change in
stiffness is attributed, partly, to the removal of kaolinite
from the surface of LBS grains which is very soft material
compared to LBS. For Type-L, even though the first cycle
showed higher modulus values compared to Type-H, these
moduli are markedly less than values reported for pure
LBS (Sandeep and Senetakis, 2018a, 2018b). In addition,
the changes of Young0s modulus from cycle to cycle were
observed to be, relatively, less pronounced for Type-L
compared to Type-H.
4.1.4. Statistical analysis

In the initial regime of the NLD curves shown in Fig. 2,
there is a mismatch between the theoretical and experimen-
tal curves and this mismatch was more pronounced for the
first cycle and for Type-H particles to be specific. For pure
LBS, Sandeep and Senetakis (2018a, 2018b) reported a
mismatch at displacements lower than 2 mm and they
attributed this behaviour to permanent deformation of
asperities, similar to previous observations by Cavarretta
2(GPa) E* (GPa) DDN (mm) RMSD

Absolute value % of total displacement

6.5 9.5 59.9 0.553
12.4 4.7 33.2 0.312
31.9 1.6 21.5 0.143
7.1 7.4 47.8 0.489
16.3 4.5 29.1 0.267
27.8 0.4 11.5 0.112
5.7 9.1 33.5 0.436
18.5 3.3 26.7 0.283
20.8 1.7 16.2 0.194

19.8 1.1 35.5 0.406
24.7 0.6 28.5 0.291
27.2 0.2 17.5 0.209
17.1 1.0 15.2 0.512
22.4 0.4 7.1 0.498
25.1 0.2 3.9 0.333
15.4 3.0 26.3 0.411
16.9 1.1 11.6 0.233
18.7 0.2 2.5 0.110

20.0 – –
30.3 – –
27.7 – –



Fig. 8. Variation of percentage normal load difference between theoretical
and experimental curve along with normal displacement (Type-H: Cycle-1
shearing: 10 N normal load case) showing a higher difference at both end
displacements.
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et al. (2010), Cole (2015) and Nardelli et al. (2017). In the
case of coated LBS particles, the displacements moved for
fitting the trend were as high as 9.5 mm for a normal load of
2 N considering cycle-1 of loading for Type-H particles.
This constituted about 60% of the total deformation the
pair of particles have undergone to reach 2 N of normal
load. Even for the 10 N case, a shift of 9.1 mm (33.5% of
the total displacement) was required to fit the trends,
whereas, for pure LBS, 25% of shift was observed. This dif-
ference is attributed, primarily, to the breakage of the
asperities induced by the coating material. This shift in dis-
placement decreased from cycle to cycle for all the different
pairs of grains and the lowest shift observed was 0.4 mm
(8.5% of the total displacement) for a normal load of 5 N
considering cycle-3 for Type-L particles.

An iterative process was used to carry out the Hertzian
fitting. The shifts in the initial normal displacement (DD)
and the equivalent Young0s modulus (E*) were used as fit-
ting parameters. The range of values used for iteration was
divided into units of 0.1 lm and 0.3 GPa on DD and E*
axes, respectively. For every combination of DD and E*,
the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the the-
oretical and experimental curves was calculated. Fig. 7
shows the variation of RMSD for cycle-1 of Type-H parti-
cles for FN = 10 N. The combination which gives the least
RMSD value was considered to be the best fit and the cor-
responding apparent Young0s modulus was calculated, and
the values are shown in Table 2. The RMSD values were
calculated by fitting a fourth-degree polynomial to both
theoretical and experimental curves and dividing the poly-
nomial into 200 data points over the displacement range.
Fig. 8 shows the variation of theoretical and experimental
curves0 difference in terms of percentage normal load. This
is a representative curve for cycle-1 of Type-H particles for
10 N normal load case. The greatest difference was
observed at the initial and final displacements (3.6% and
6.5%, respectively) of the curve and similar was the case
for other testing conditions. This is due to the highly curvi-
linear shape of the experimental curves. Overall, the dis-
placement shift in the initial regime and the difference
between experimental and theoretical curves were greater
Fig. 7. Variation of RMSD with the initial shift in tangential displace-
ment and apparent elastic modulus for fitting Hertz model with exper-
imental NLD curve (Type-H: Cycle-1 shearing: 10 N normal load case).
for Type-H cycle-1 tests due to the presence of heavier
coating material. Though the experimental curves dis-
played non-linear behaviour, qualifying them as non-
linear Hertzian response to estimate Young0s modulus
has some compromises.
4.2. Tangential load–displacement (TLD) behaviour

4.2.1. Inter-particle coefficient of friction at the steady-state

sliding
The tangential load–displacement (TLD) relationships

of Type-H and Type-L particles at normal loads of 2, 5
and 10 N for three shearing cycles are compared in
Fig. 9. A summary of the shearing test results is given in
Table 1 in terms of the tangential load (FT,SS) correspond-
ing to steady-state sliding, and the respected inter-particle
coefficient of friction (l) and friction angle (u), where l
is equal to the ratio (FT,SS/ FN). It was observed that the
tangential load to reach steady-state condition, and the
corresponding l, increase with the number of cycles. This
trend is observed to be independent on the normal load
magnitude for coated grains. Sandeep and Senetakis
(2017, 2018b) observed that for pure LBS subjected to
repeating shearing along the same paths, l decreased when
the grains were sheared at low normal loads (in general
below 5 N), but the opposite trend was observed at greater
normal loads. This behaviour was attributed to the plough-
ing of the LBS surface occurring at higher normal loads,
which ploughing has also been observed by Yang et al.
(2016). In the case of coated LBS grains including both
Type-L and Type-H, the increase of FT,SS with the number
of cycles occurs for the whole range of normal loads
applied in the study, though this increase is more pro-
nounced at the greater normal load of 10 N.

The envelopes of tangential load – normal load varia-
tion for Type-H and Type-L corresponding to three cycles



Fig. 9. Tangential load–displacement behaviour for three cycles of
shearing at 2, 5 and 10 N normal load case for Type-H and Type-L
particles. Arrows indicating an increase in tangential load from cycle-1 to
cycle-3.

Fig. 10. Envelopes showing tangential and normal load variation for three
cycles of shearing for Type-H, Type-L showing slope and R2 values of
trendlines. Bar graphs indicating the coefficient of friction variation at
different normal loads in three cycles of shearing for pure LBS* particles
(*After Sandeep and Senetakis, 2017).
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are shown in Fig. 10, where the vertical axis values corre-
spond to FT,SS. Each data point on the graph represents
a test on a new pair of grains. The figure shows trendlines
expressed with linear envelopes and corresponding R2 val-
ues fitted against three repetitions of tests for each cycle.
For Type-L particles, the increase of l was of the order
of 14% and 40% from cycle 1 to cycle 2 and cycle 3, respec-
tively. For Type-H particles, the increase of l was of the
order of 27% and 58% from cycle 1 to cycle 2 and cycle
3, respectively. For the first cycle of shearing, the inter-
particle coefficient of friction, expressed as an average
value throughout a set of data points for each class, was
very similar in magnitude with l = 0.25 (corresponding
to u = 14�) for Type-L and l = 0.26 (corresponding to
u = 14.5�) for Type-H. For LBS uncoated grains, previous
works suggest an average value of l between 0.17 and 0.20
(Senetakis et al., 2013a; Sandeep and Senetakis, 2018a,
2018b). The average l values for the third cycle of shearing
corresponded to 0.35 (u = 19.3�) for Type-L and 0.41
(u = 22.3�) for Type-H. Fig. 10 also shows the bar graphs
displaying the variation of m for three cycles (after Sandeep
and Senetakis, 2017, 2018a) of repeating shearing on pure
LBS, indicating varied behaviour at different normal loads
as explained in the previous paragraph. This difference is
primarily due to the damage on the surfaces; at 2 N normal
load, Sandeep and Senetakis (2018b) did not observe any
damage on the LBS surface but significant damage of the
soft coating surface was observed at 2 N normal load. As
will be discussed in Section 4.3, these notable increases of
the inter-particle friction for coated LBS grains are attrib-
uted, majorly, to the creation of debris due to pre-shearing.
The important role of debris creation on the frictional
behaviour of naturally weathered grains was recently
reported by Sandeep and Senetakis (2018c).

4.2.2. Tangential stiffness

Fig. 11 shows representative tangential stiffness – dis-
placement curves from the experiments on Type-H and
Type-L particles at 2 N and 10 N of normal loads. The



Fig. 11. Tangential stiffness for three cycles of shearing for Type-H (Inset:
Comparison between pure LBS* and Type-H at 5 N) and Type-L particles
at 2 and 10 N normal load cases. Arrows indicating the variation with
cycles. (*After Sandeep and Senetakis, 2019).
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average stiffness values observed at 0.2 lm of tangential
displacement for all the testing cases are shown in Table 1.
The tangential stiffness was calculated by differentiating the
tangential load with respect to the tangential displacement
over a set of about six to twelve data points. The stiffness
values observed for Type-H particles were lower than that
of pure LBS particles, more prominently at higher normal
loads (i.e., 10 N). For example, in the inset of Fig. 11, the
tangential stiffness degradation curves at 5 N normal load
for Type-H and pure LBS (after Sandeep and Senetakis,
2019) in cycle 1 shearing are compared. Pure LBS shows
higher stiffness values and the stiffness degradation is fas-
ter. The difference between coated and uncoated tangential
stiffness can be further compared using initial tangential
stiffness variation with normal load, explained in Sec-
tion 4.2.3. These notable differences between uncoated
and coated grains can be attributed to the softer kaolinite
material compressed between the two particles after the
application of the normal load and the creation of debris
during shearing. This difference was observed even at 2 N
of normal load, though the difference between coated and
uncoated grains was less pronounced. Comparing Type-L
and Type-H pairs of grains at FN = 10 N for the first shear-
ing cycle, heavier coating resulted in reduced stiffness val-
ues of the order of 35% (i.e. from about 631 N/mm for
Type-L to about 412 N/mm for Type-H). Berthoud and
Baumberger (1998), while explaining the relation between
tangential stiffness and normal load, used a parameter
denoted as k, which has units of length, to signify the
deformation occurring at the contact zone. This parameter
was defined to be inversely proportional to tangential stiff-
ness. This concept could explain, partly, the lower stiffness
values of coated grains compared with uncoated grains (as
well as the differences between Type-L and Type-H) since
they exhibit softer behaviour with greater deformations
at the contact zones compared with uncoated LBS. An
increased number of shearing cycles resulted in general in
increased values of tangential stiffness in the regime of
lower displacements, which trend was more pronounced
at greater normal loads. This increase in stiffness can be
attributed, predominantly, to the creation of debris, similar
to the recent study by Sandeep and Senetakis (2018c).

The results in Fig. 11 also highlight the highly non-linear
response at the contacts of the grains, even though
extended displacements are necessary to reach a zero stiff-
ness for coated grains, of the order of 10–40 lm for
Type-L and 30 to 50 lm for Type-H compared with a
range of 1–5 lm for uncoated LBS (after Sandeep and
Senetakis, 2018b). For the coated grains, the stiffness
degradation is drastic at displacements beyond about
10 lm. It is acknowledged however that repeating shearing
results in a shift of the tangential stiffness degradation
curves to extended displacements to reach a certain level
of stiffness.

4.2.3. Analysis based on Mindlin – Deresiewicz model

A comparison of theoretical and experimental TLD
behaviour was carried for Type-H particles at 10 N of nor-
mal load for three cycles of shearing. The theoretical pre-
diction was conducted using the Mindlin – Deresiewicz
(M�D) model (after Mindlin and Deresiewicz 1953) and
the analytical expressions are shown below:

F
0
T ¼ F T þ KTDdt ð4Þ

KT ¼ KT ;0 1� F T

lF N

� �1=3

ð5Þ

KT ;0 ¼ 8a
2� #2

1

G1

þ 2� #2
2

G2

� ��1

ð6Þ

aH ¼ 3F NR�

4E�

� �1=3

ð7Þ

In Eqs. (4)–(7), F’T denotes the tangential load after a
tangential displacement increment of Ddt takes place, while
FT is the tangential load prior to this increment in displace-
ment. KT is the tangential stiffness at current increment of
displacement, KT,0 is the initial tangential stiffness, aH is
the Hertzian normal contact radius, 0 and G are the Pois-
son0s ratio and the shear modulus of the two particles in
contact, respectively.
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The M�D model was applied and compared with the
experimental results in two different ways. In the first case,
Eqs. (4)–(7) were applied, where KT,0 was computed based
on Eq. (6) as a function of the contact radius, the shear
modulus and Poisson0s ratio. In the second case, the
M�D curves were built using experimental KT,0 values
which were defined at a displacement of 0.2 lm (i.e., Eq.
(6) was not used in this case, but the initial stiffness in
Eq. (5) was directly used from the measured values).
Berthoud and Baumberger (1998) explained that shear stiff-
ness increases with normal load because of the deforma-
tions occurring at the contact zone. The variation of
tangential stiffness (values observed at 0.2 lm of displace-
ment, (KT,0.2)) with respect to the normal load was
observed to be well fitted with a power-law function.
Fig. 12 shows this fitting for Type-H particles (where the
vertical axis expresses the KT,0.2 and the horizontal axis
expresses the corresponding normal load). The inset of
Fig. 12 shows the comparison of trendlines for the varia-
tion of KT,0.2 for cycle-1 shearing of Type-H and pure
LBS (after Sandeep and Senetakis, 2019). This further
highlighted the differences in tangential stiffness for coated
and uncoated particles. The power functions obtained for
each cycle (Fig. 12) were used to calculate KT,0 which, in
turn, were used as ‘‘experimental” values in the subsequent
analysis and the application of the M�D model.

A comparison between experimental TLD curves and
the two versions of the M�D curves is given in Fig. 13
for Type-H particles at FN = 10 N for three shearing
cycles. Note that the tangential load in each cycle was nor-
malized against the corresponding maximum tangential
load and plotted on a single graph so that the plateau val-
ues correspond to unity. This comparison highlights the
considerable deviation between the experimental results
on coated grains and the M�D model, no matter whether
theoretical or experimental initial stiffness is used. Nardelli
et al. (2017) also compared theoretical and experimental
TLD curves for Eglin sand for one cycle of shearing using
Fig. 12. Power functions fitted for initial tangential stiffness values at
0.0002 mm of displacement at different normal loads for three cycles of
shearing of Type-H particles. Inset shows a comparison of Type-H with
pure LBS (After Sandeep and Senetakis, 2019).
the M�D model both with theoretical and experimental
initial tangential stiffness. They observed similar deviations
between theoretical and experimental curves. From the
TLD curves, as shown in Fig. 9, it is observed that the
non-linearity decreased with repeating shearing on Type-
H particles. This implies that the analytical model should
be modified in order to provide better matching with the
real experiments on coated sand grains and, most impor-
tantly, these modifications depend on the shearing cycle
in consideration. The tangential displacement where
steady-state sliding occurred was found to be about 2 to
3 lm based on the M�D model (i.e., using theoretical
KT,0), about 9–11 lm based on the M�D model with
experimental KT,0, whereas extended displacements up to
50 lm were observed based on the experimental data.

These marked differences between experimental and the-
oretical results, applying the Mindlin and Deresiewicz
model, are attributed, predominantly, to the high non-
linearity of the real soil grain contacts. The theoretical for-
mulations used to build the Mindlin-Deresiewicz model
were not developed based on the complex characteristics
of geological materials. The theory considered elastic fric-
tional contact between two spheres in the tangential direc-
tion (after Vu-Quoc and Zhang, 1999). This theory also
considers that slip and associated energy dissipation and
permanent deformations give rise to higher non-linearity
of the force-displacement curves (Mindlin and
Deresiewicz, 1953). Based on the results of this study and
previous works on real soil grains, it is understood that
geological materials display expended slip displacements
to reach a steady-state, which, along with the previous
comments on the M�D model, may have contributed to
the notable differences between experimental and theoreti-
cal curves in this study.

An attempt was made to modify the M�D expression to
match the experimental curves for coated LBS particles.
Modifying the power used in the analytical expression
changes the nonlinearity of the equation and the power
should be increased over 1/3 to match with the experimen-
tal curves. However, changing the power alone influences
Fig. 13. Comparison of fitting of M�D model with experimental
tangential – load displacement curve for three cycles of shearing (Type-
H particles at 10 N normal load case).



Fig. 15. Representative curves showing modified M�D model fitted with
experimental TLD curve along with other theoretical TLD curves (Type-
H: Cycle-1 shearing: 10 N normal load case).
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the maximum load at which the curve reaches steady-state.
With increasing power, the steady-state load decreases and
so multiplying FT with a factor less than unity will increase
its value to reach the actual steady state. Eq. (8) shows the
modified M�D expression for tangential stiffness calcula-
tion, which is similar to the one in Eq. (4) (i.e., original
M�D equation) with power b replacing 1/3 and a coeffi-
cient a for FT. a and b were determined using an iteration
process by fitting the experimental data to the equation,
similar to Section 4.1.4.

KT ¼ KT ;0 1� aF T

lF N

� �b

ð8Þ

This modified M�D fitting was carried out, similar to
the original M�D model, for the Type-H particles at
10 N of normal load. The KT,0 used in this equation was
obtained from experimental data using power fitting
(Fig. 12). a values ranging from 0 to 1 and b values ranging
from 0 to 10 (with 0.001 spacing for both parameters) were
used in the iteration process. The upper bound for a is 1
since FT is a negative term and should be decreased to
match the steady-state value with increasing b. Any b value
above 10 gave converging results and hence it was chosen
as an upper bound value to save computational time. For
a given combination of a and b, tangential stiffness and
then theoretical tangential loads were calculated for the
whole range of tangential displacements. The RMSD
between experimental data and data from the modified
M�D expression was calculated for each combination of
a and b. The variation of RMSD with a and b values is
shown in Fig. 14 corresponding to cycle-1. Bands repre-
senting similar RMSD values are observed in the contour
and particularly (a,b) values ranging from (0.3, 10) to (1,
2.2) showed minimum RMSD values. The least RMSD
value for this case was observed to be (0.43, 5.76) and falls
in that band. The combination of a and b that gives the
least RMSD value is used for fitting and other theoretical
curves were also compared. Fig. 15 shows the comparison
for cycle-1, which indicates a satisfactory match between
experimental and theoretical curves using the modified
Fig. 14. Variation of RMSD with multiplier a and power-b of M�D
equation for fitting modified M�D model with experimental TLD curve
(Type-H: Cycle-1 shearing: 10 N normal load case).
M�D expression of Eq. (8). Similar observations are con-
cluded for cycle-2 and cycle-3 which are not shown in the
paper in terms of plots. The values of a and b and their cor-
responding least RMSD values for each cycle of a given
test are shown in Table 3. It was observed that a values
increased and b values decreased from cycle to cycle and
the change was significant after cycle-1. Owing to its scale
dependency, RMSD values increased from cycle to cycle
because the tangential loads increased progressively in
magnitude. With repetition of a particular test on different
pair of grains, certain variation was observed in the tangen-
tial load and stiffness values and so variations in a and b
values are also expected to be observed. It is important
to note that the modified M�D expression appears to be
transforming into the original M�D equation with an
increasing number of cycles.

4.3. Work done, rate of work done and microscopic

observations

The external work done is defined by the product of
force and associated displacement and it is calculated from
the area under the load–displacement curve. This is equiv-
alent to the energy transferred during that work and dis-
plays the contact behaviour of the particles and the
amount of work done in different cycles signifies the
changes occurring at the contact surface of the particles.
Power is defined as the time rate of work done and it signi-
fies the interaction between the particles at the contact
region. These parameters were studied to understand the
contact behaviour in both the normal and tangential direc-
tions for Type-H particles at three normal load cases.

Fig. 2 also shows vertical dotted lines dropped from the
maximum normal load indicating the total work done (i.e.,
area under the graph). Table 4 shows the values of work
done in different cycles for three normal load cases of
Type-H particles. It was observed that the work done val-
ues decreased from cycle to cycle for the whole range of
applied normal loads, even though a higher decrease was



Table 3
Summary of results for M�D and modified M�D fitting for tangential load–displacement curves.

Normal load (N) Cycle Friction coefficient (m) Experimental KT,0

(N/mm)
Original M�D Tangential load coefficient

(a)
Power (b) Modified M�D

RMSD RMSD

10 1 0.27 435.6 0.268 0.66 3.92 0.043
0.26 0.469 0.43 5.76 0.024
0.24 0.378 0.55 4.89 0.037

2 0.36 513.9 0.312 0.93 1.62 0.095
0.29 0.473 0.93 1.72 0.066
0.34 0.411 0.94 1.74 0.077

3 0.43 566.0 0.451 0.95 1.44 0.109
0.38 0.650 0.94 1.62 0.085
0.43 0.602 0.97 1.65 0.091

Table 4
Work done and rate of work done values in normal and tangential loading.

Loading Normal load (N) Cycle Type – H Type – L

Work done (mJ) Power (mJ/hr) Work done (mJ) Power (mJ/hr)

Normal load–displacement 2 1 0.0067 0.124 0.0021 0.191
2 0.0036 0.174 0.0018 0.241
3 0.0030 0.242 0.0017 0.251

5 1 0.0171 0.331 0.0052 0.537
2 0.0112 0.414 0.0029 0.651
3 0.0105 0.538 0.0022 0.689

10 1 0.0745 0.798 0.0349 0.919
2 0.0391 0.938 0.0218 1.139
3 0.0374 1.068 0.0214 1.205

Tangential load–displacement 2 1 0.0017 0.098 0.0017 0.115
2 0.0013 0.083 0.0009 0.102
3 0.0006 0.079 0.0008 0.093

5 1 0.0095 0.273 0.0061 0.204
2 0.0041 0.234 0.0024 0.168
3 0.0029 0.201 0.0017 0.166

10 1 0.0254 0.140 0.0179 0.418
2 0.0079 0.113 0.0066 0.384
3 0.0068 0.112 0.0038 0.352
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observed after cycle-1. This implies that less work is
required for cycle-3 to reach a given maximum load
because the previous cycles of normal and tangential load-
ing caused damage to the coated surface and partially
exposed the harder LBS surface, which in turn, required
lesser displacements to reach a given maximum load in
the subsequent cycles. Using microscopic observations,
Sandeep and Senetakis (2018b) stated that no damage, at
the meso-scale, was observed on the surface of uncoated
LBS particles by the application of normal load alone
and this observation was aided by the results of
Courtney-Pratt and Eisner (1957) for metallic bodies. But
in case of LBS particles coated with soft kaolinite, signifi-
cant damage of the surface was observed. Fig. 16 shows
a microscopic image of coated LBS particle after the appli-
cation of 2 N of normal load. Table 4 also shows the power
required values, i.e., the time rate of work done. This is cal-
culated as the ratio of the total work done to the total time
taken (calculated as the maximum displacement divided by
the displacement rate) to reach the maximum load. The
required power values increased with the number of cycles
for any given normal load, which is explained in a similar
way with the decrease in work done. In the first cycle, the
asperities on the coated particle surface are dominated by
soft kaolinite material which break easier at smaller loads.
Hence less power is required to achieve a greater amount of
work done at a given displacement. In consecutive cycles of
normal loading, accounting for the additional effect of pre-
shearing, the softer peaks were damaged. The combined
influence of debris from kaolinite and the hard LBS surface
makes the contact to provide greater resistance against
loading leading to the increase in power required.

A similar exercise was carried out in the tangential direc-
tion and Fig. 17 shows a typical graph indicating the work
done in three cycles of sliding at 10 N of normal load for
Type-H particles, considering a target tangential load of
2 N. Similar to the normal direction described before, the
work done decreased from cycle to cycle which was
observed in the whole range of applied normal loads (work
done was calculated at different tangential loads based on



Fig. 16. Microscopic image showing damage occurred to the surface of
coated LBS particle after application of 2 N normal load.

Fig. 17. Representative curves showing the calculation of work done by
2 N tangential force in sliding for three cycles of shearing of Type-H
particles at 10 N normal load.
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the steady-state load). These values are summarized in
Table 4. The power required was calculated as discussed
above but this had a decreasing trend from cycle to cycle
and the values are shown in Table 4. It was observed that
both work done and time required to reach that load
decreased with shearing cycles, but this decrease was
greater for the required time (thus the power required).
To substantiate the formation of debris on the LBS sur-
face after shearing which factored the increase of friction
from cycle to cycle, surface roughness measurements,
SEM images, EDS analysis and microscopic images were
used. All these analyses were carried out after a pair of
Type-H particles was sheared at 10 N of normal load.
Type-H particles are heavily coated and hence the damage
and debris formation can be clearly observed. In this case,
representative images from SEM analysis are given in
Fig. 18 at different magnifications taken at the sheared zone
of the particles. The images at a lower magnification high-
light the significant damage of the surfaces with the
removal of coating material, and the images at a higher
magnification highlight the creation of debris, which had
a major contribution in the changes of friction and stiffness
from cycle to cycle as described in Section 4.2. EDS analy-
sis of the damaged surfaces indicated a change of the Al
percentage before and after shearing. Interferometer analy-
ses, which are not presented in further detail, indicated that
the sheared surfaces had a reduced Sq of the order of 25%
to 35% before and after shearing took place.
5. Conclusions

In this study, the normal and tangential load–displace-
ment behaviour under repeating loading of artificially
coated sand grains was studied applying three cycles of
shearing. The experiments were conducted using a
custom-built micromechanical apparatus on pairs of
grains. The coating of the sand particles was performed
with commercially available kaolinite by vibrating the par-
ticles in kaolinite solution at different concentrations. Two
classes of coatings, i.e., Type-H and Type-L (indicating
higher and lower coating, respectively), were studied. From
cycle to cycle, the normal load–displacement (NLD) curves
showed a decrease in the required displacements to reach a
given load and the apparent Young0s modulus increased
drastically. For 10 N normal load of Type-H particles,
the modulus obtained for cycle-1 was 10.4 GPa and for
cycle-2, 35.5 GPa was observed. For Type-L particles,
lower displacements were required to reach a given normal
load, compared to Type-H particles. Consequently, the
Young0s modulus values were very low for Type-H com-
pared to Type-L (around three times), more dominantly
in the first cycle of loading. In the later cycles of loading,
the modulus values tended to converge; indicating signifi-
cant changes in Type-H and minor changes in Type-L,
from cycle to cycle. The Young0s modulus values were
obtained by fitting the Hertz model on the NLD curves
applying an iteration process. Root mean square deviation
(RMSD) values for fitting between theoretical and experi-
mental curves were also quantified. The radius of curvature
used in the NLD curves analysis was obtained by calculat-
ing the local radius of particles at the contact zone using
image processing tools (ImageJ and MATLAB). Based
on a sensitivity analysis, the arithmetic mean of radii



Fig. 18. Scanning electron microscope images of the top (a and c) and bottom (b and d) type-H particles after shearing at 10 N normal load at different
magnifications.
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(calculated in two directions) was found to perform better
than the geometric mean.

The tangential load–displacement (TLD) curves showed
an increase in inter-particle friction from cycle to cycle.
Friction angle increased from about 14� in cycle 1 for both
coating concentrations to values beyond 22� for Type-H
and 19� for Type-L in cycle 3. The initial tangential stiffness
values measured at a displacement of 0.2 mm increased with
normal load and the number of shearing cycles. The shape
of the TLD curves was different for Type-H and Type-L
cases, i.e., the non-linearity of the curves was higher for
Type-H (similar to the observations on the NLD curves)
owing to the initial tangential stiffness variation. The
micro-slip shearing to reach steady-state was more pro-
nounced in Type-H than Type-L particles. But for Type-
H particles, the range of initial tangential stiffness observed
was 1.5–2 times lower than the Type-L particles; this is
attributed to the significant amount of soft coating material
present at the particle contact regions. The progressive
damage along the shearing path from cycle to cycle
increased the frictional strength both at lower (2 N) and
higher (10 N) normal loads, unlike LBS grains which
showed an increase in friction due to the repetition of
shearing only at higher normal loads. The damage of the
coating surface even at lower normal load made the change
in friction more significant for coated LBS grains. This
explains the importance of contemplation for shearing/
damage history of the contact before ascertaining the beha-
viour, particularly if one wishes to realistically model the
interface response of real sand grains for DEM applica-
tions. It is noticed that in comparison to uncoated sand
grains, coated grains showed markedly higher values of
inter-particle friction but lower values of tangential stiff-
ness as well as extended displacements to reach a steady-
state sliding. In the case of coated grains, the tangential
behaviour of the first cycle of shearing for Type-L is closer
to uncoated grains, but Type-H showed very high non-
linearity because of the heavy coating of soft kaolinite
material. Based on the Mindlin – Deresiewicz (M�D)
model, two variants of theoretical TLD curves were gener-
ated by varying initial tangential stiffness (i.e., theoretical
stiffness and stiffness from experimental data) and fitted
with experimental TLD curves for three cycles of shearing.
Both the curves deviated from the experimental data. An
attempt was made to modify the M�D model to fit with
the experimental TLD curves of coated sand grains. Based
on the modification, theoretical and experimental TLD
curves matched very well. The concepts of work done
and rate of work done (i.e., power required) were used to
explain the change in the micromechanical behaviour from
cycle to cycle and were linked to surface damage of the
grains due to normal loading or coupled normal loading
and shearing. This damage on the surfaces of the grains
was observed and quantified based on SEM-EDS analysis
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and interferometer profiles. A decrease in Al percentage
and drop of roughness were highlighted based on these
microscopic observations.
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